
METV NETWORK 

Station Affiliation Binding Term Sheet 

Effective Date: March 24, 2011 

Programmer: MeTV National Limited Affiliated Program Stream: CW
 
Partnership
 

Broadcaster: KTBS, LLC Community of License: Minden, lA/Shreveport, LA 

Station: KPXJ - CWJ21 Station DMA: Shreveport, LA 

1. Term. Three years from the Effective Date. 

2. Certain Definitions. 

"Affiliated Program Stream" means the Primary Program Stream or Multicast Stream of the Station on 
which the Programming is principally broadcast pursuant to this Term Sheet. 

"Multicast Stream" means a free, over-the-air program stream broadcast within the Station's 6 MHz digital 
television signal, other than the Station's Primary Program Stream, and excluding any program stream 
transmitted by a method or in a standard specifically designed for mobile reception. 

"Primary Program Stream" means the Station's free, over-the-air program stream broadcast within the 
Station's 6 MHz digital television signal that is the successor to the Station's analog stream, if any, and that 
Station consistently designates as its primary program stream. 

"Programming" means the programming (including commercial identification and content) included in the 
television programming service currently known as the MeTV Network (the "Network"). 

3. Prog ramming Provided. Programmer shall deliver to Broadcaster via satellite a 24rT feed of the Network 
containing Programming in an ATSC standard definition format. Programmer shall be solely responsible for the 
selection and scheduling of the Programming. The Programming shall include at least three (3) hours per week 
of children's programming that meets the definition of educational and informational programming of the FCC's 
rules ("Children's Programming"). 

4. Grant of Rights. Programmer hereby grants to Broadcaster the non-exclusive (except as set forth in 
Section 5) right and license to broadcast via free television (as such term is commonly understood in the 
television industry) the Programming on the Affiliated Program Stream of the Station in the Station's DMA. The 
rights granted hereunder are limited solely to (f) the right to broadcast the Programming on the Affiliated 
Program Stream, and on the Alternate Stream as permitted under Section 8, of the Station, and (if) the right to 
authorize simultaneous retransmission of the Affiliated Program Stream by cable system operators, direct-to
home satellite system operators, approved IPTV service operators (including U-Verse and FiOS) or other 
multichannel video programming distributors, so long as transmission via any such technologies is for receipt by 
television receivers only (collectively, "MVPD Distributors") pursuant to Station's exercise of its must-carry or 
retransmission consent rights in accordance with Section 10. 

5. Exclusivltv. Broadcaster shall be entitled to invoke the protection against simultaneous duplication of the 
Network Programming imported under the Compulsory Copyright License, as provided in Section 76.92 of the 
FCC's rules, to the maximum geographic extent permitted by the FCC's rules within the Station's DMA. These 
rights shall be enforceable solely with respect to the duplicating programming of a Network-affiliated broadcast 
television station that is licensed to a community outside the Station's DMA. 

6. In-Pattern Broadcast. Except as authorized under Sections 7 and 8, Broadcaster shall broadcast the 
Programming (f) on the Affiliated Program Stream on a full time (i.e., 24m basis, without modification, time
shifting, or editing; (if) in its entirety, including all commercial announcements, without interruption, deletion, 
addition, or alteration of any kind (except for the insertion by Broadcaster of advertisements, promotions, or 
public service announcements during periods designated by Programmer as available for such insertions); and 



(iii) on an in-pattern basis. Within fifteen (15) days after the end of each month, Broadcaster shall provide to 
Programmer monthly performance reports in a form and substance reasonably requested by Programmer. 

7. Exceptions to In-Pattern Broadcast. The terms and conditions of Exhibit A shall apply with respect to any 
preemption or substitution of Programming. 

8. Simulcasts on Alternate Stream. If a Station's Affiliated Program Stream is a Multicast Stream, 
Programmer may designate a minimum of one (1) hour of Programming per ~ay, ~ond~y throug~ Sunday, and, 
with Programmer's prior approval, Broadcaster may telecast such Programming (lncludinq all national 
commercial advertisements originally contained therein) on the Station's Primary Feed (the "Alternate Stream") 
on either (a) a simulcast basis, or (b) a time-shifted basis at a time mutually agreed upon by Programmer and 
Broadcaster between 9:00 am and 12:00 midnight local time within twenty-four (24) hours following such 
Programming's scheduled in-pattern broadcast. In the event that Broadcaster telecasts Programming on a time
shifted basis pursuant to this Section 8, Broadcaster agrees that such time-shifted telecast shall be the sole 
telecast of such Programming, and that Broadcaster shall be responsible for filling the original time slot of such 
Programming with other programming obtained by Broadcaster at Broadcaster's expense. Any programming 
substituted by Broadcaster shall be subject to Programmer's prior written approval as follows: (a) for regularly 
recurring substltutlons. Broadcaster shall seek Programmer's approval at least 30 days in advance of the 
telecast; (b) for all other substitutions, Broadcaster shall seek Programmer's approval as early as practicable, 
but at least 7 days prior to the telecast. 

9. Commercial Inventory. Broadcaster shall be entitled to five (5) minutes of local commercial advertising 
availabilities per hour of Programming (other than Children's Programming, which shall not contain local 
commercial advertising availabilities). 

10. Retransmission of Programming. Broadcaster shall have the right to exercise its must-carry or 
retransmission consent rights with respect to carriage of the Affiliated Program Stream by any MVPD Distributor 
serving the Station's DMA. Exhibit B lists all MVPD Distributors on which the Affiliated Program Stream is 
intended to be carried as of the Effective Date. 

11. Cable Subscriber Threshold. Broadcaster shall use its best efforts to reach eighty percent (80%) of all 
cable subscribers residing in the Station's DMA through retransmission of the Affiliated Program Stream on 
cable systems in the Station's DMA (the "Cable Subscriber Threshold") as soon as possible, but not later than 
six (6) months after the Effective Date. If Broadcaster fails to achieve the Cable Subscriber Threshold before 
the end of the sixth (6th 

) month after the Effective Date, then Programmer may (i) terminate this Term Sheet on 
thirty (30) days' written notice, or (ii) act as Broadcaster's agent in seeking carriage on behalf of Broadcaster. 
Until such time as Broadcaster secures carriage of the Affiliated Program Stream on a given cable or satellite 
system in the Station's DMA, Programmer shall have the right to negotiate a direct feed of the Network to such 
cable or satellite system. 

12. Music. Broadcaster shall, at its sole expense, obtain and maintain for the Station such licenses, including 
music performing rights licenses, as are necessary for the Station to broadcast the Programming, including, but 
not limited to, all necessary licenses and agreements with ASCAP, BMI and SESAC. 

13. Use of Trademarks and Logos. Each party may use the other's trademarks, trade names, logos and other 
Network branding elements, as applicable (including each Station's name and call letters) in publicizing its 
activities and Programming pursuant to this Term Sheet. Broadcaster shall not delete or alter any copyright, 
trademark, logo, notice or other Network branding element, or any credit, included in any materials delivered 
pursuant to this Term Sheet. The provisions of this paragraph apply to all on-air and ancillary uses by a party of 
the other's copyright, trademarks, trade names, logos and other Network branding elements or credits. 

14. Promotion. Broadcaster shall promote the Programming on its Primary Program Stream (regardless of 
whether such Primary Program Stream is the Affiliated Program Stream), and shall cause each Station to 
broadcast not less than Q Network promotions each day throughout the Term (excluding time periods during 
qualified Children's Programming). 

15. MeTV Box. A MeTV Station-In-A-Box (a "Box") shall be required for use in broadcasting the Programming. 
The Box is valued at $25,000 each. Programmer may provide the Box to Broadcaster during the Term, and, if 
so, Broadcaster and Station hereby acknowledge and agree that Programmer shall retain ownership of all right, 
title and interest in and to the Box, and that Broadcaster shall be responsible to maintain the Box in good 
working condition. If Programmer does not provide the Box, Broadcaster shall be responsible for obtaining the 
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Box at Broadcaster's expense. Broadcaster shall use the Box solely in connection with the broadcast rights 
granted pursuant to this Term Sheet and for no other purpose or programming without the express written 
consent of Programmer. Upon termination of this Term Sheet for any reason, Broadcaster shall promptly return 
the Box to Programmer. 

16. Termination. Either party may terminate this Term Sheet if the other party materially breaches any 
provision of this Term Sheet and such breach is not cured within (30) days after notice thereof. Programmer 
may terminate this Term Sheet (A) upon thirty (30) days' written notice to Broadcaster, if Programmer ceases 
Network operations for any reason; or (8) as otherwise provided in this Term Sheet. 

17. Broadcaster's liability Insurance. Broadcaster shall, at its expense, secure and maintain in force during 
the Term hereof a policy of Broadcaster's liability insurance for the Station and standard Errors and Omissions 
Insurance reasonably acceptable to Programmer, and naming Programmer as an additionally insured 
thereunder. 

18. Miscellaneous Provisions. This Term Sheet sets forth the entire agreement and understanding of the 
parties relating to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes all prior agreements, proposals or understandings 
as to such subject matter. Neither party shall publicly disclose any of the specific terms and conditions of this 
Term Sheet. Any waiver of any provision of this Agreement must be in writing and signed by the party alleged 
to have waived such provision, and any single waiver shall not operate to waive subsequent or other defaults. 
This Term Sheet is subject to, and Broadcaster shall ensure compliance with, the Communications Act of 1934, 
asamended, and the rules, regulations, and policies of the FCC. This Term Sheet shall be governed by the law 
of the State of Illinois, excluding any conflicts or choice of law rule or principle that might otherwise refer 
construction or interpretation of this Term Sheet to the substantive law of another jurisdiction. 

19. Long-Form. The parties agree to negotiate in good faith a long-form agreement ("Agreement") containing 
the terms and conditions set forth in this Term Sheet, as well as other terms and conditions typically found in 
agreements of similar nature. Until such Agreement is executed by the parties hereto, this Term Sheet shall be 
binding and continue to apply in full force and effect. 

INWITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Term Sheet as of the day and year first above written. 

REVIEWED BY: 

JOHN BRYAN 
PRESIDENT 
DOMESTIC TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION 
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIOS INC. 

THIS TERM SHEET SHALL NOT BEBINDING UNLESS AND UNTIL SIGNED BYBOTH PARTIES BELOW. 

ACCEPTED AND AGREED: 

WEIGEL BROADCASTING CO. 

~~:m-e-:--------------
Title: -------------
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Exhibit A 

Exceptions to In-Pattern Broadcast 

1.	 Substitutions and Preemptions. Nothing in this Term Sheet shall limit Broadcaster's right in good faith (A) 
to reject or refuse any Programming that Broadcaster reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory or 
unsuitable, or contrary to the public interest, or (8) to substitute a program that, in Broadcaster's opinion, is 
of greater local or national importance than a Program. Broadcaster shall have the right to substitute the 
Programming with the following programming: (X) live local (including college) sports programming, 
(y) programming required to be distributed on the sub-channel pursuant to any pre-existing agreement 
between Broadcaster and a third-party, and (Z) up to twenty (20) additional programming hours per year as 
determined by Broadcaster in its reasonable discretion. 

2.	 Procedures Relating to Substitution and Preemption. Broadcaster shall give Programmer written notice 
of each rejection, refusal or substitution, the identity and length of the programming to be substituted for a 
Program (the "Substitute Programming") and the justification therefor, not later than seventy-two (72) 
hours after receiving notice of such Program, or as soon thereafter as possible. Programmer reserves the 
right to request Broadcaster to broadcast said Program (including all national commercial advertisements 
originally contained therein) in an alternate time period or program stream normally occupied by other 
Programming and Programmer may license the broadcast rights to such rejected Programming to any other 
television station or stations located in the Station's DMA or elsewhere should accommodation for clearance 
not be reached. 

3.	 Unauthorized Preemptions. An "Authorized Preemption" shall mean any failure by a Station to 
broadcast any Programming: (A) due to force majeure; (8) pursuant to Section 7; or (C) as otherwise 
approved by in advance and in writing by Programmer. Any other preemption or failure to broadcast any 
Programming that is not an Authorized Preemption is an "Unauthorized Preemption." If within any three 
(3) -month period during the Term, Station makes three (3) or more Unauthorized Preemptions of any 
Programming, Programmer shall have the right, upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to Broadcaster, to 
terminate this Term Sheet 



ExhibitS 

Cable and Satellite Systems 

Cable One
 

Allegiance
 

Charter Communications
 

Comcast
 

CP-Tel
 

New Wave
 

Cable Management
 

Gilmer Cable
 

RB3
 

Red River Cable
 

Pleasant Vision
 

Suddenlink
 

SWArkansas Telephone Co-op
 

WEHCO
 


